Checklist for CD cover project

Biography of a musical artist from a Spanish-speaking country

_____ the biography is in Spanish

_____ type of music performed by the artist accurately identified

_____ the artist’s intended audience is accurately identified

_____ at least one other artist/group that influenced your artist is mentioned accompanied by an explanation regarding how they influenced your artist

Personal information from the artist includes...

_____ where he/she is from

_____ a physical description

_____ a description of his/her personality

_____ his/her age

The CD cover

_____ the title is in Spanish and is an appropriate reflection of the artist’s music

_____ the visual image chosen for the cover is an appropriate reflection of the artist’s work and personality

_____ the visual image would appeal to the artist’s intended audience

_____ the visual image would be rated G or PG

_____ the cover is the correct size and is neatly done

Review of the Artist

_____ a theme or several of the artist’s themes are accurately identified

_____ the identified theme(s) are supported with evidence from the lyrics

_____ an opinion regarding the artist’s work is provided (possibly with testimonials from other artists)

_____ a suggestion or command to the consumer is included